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China installs weapons systems on
contested islands in South China
Global News, 14 Dec 2016
China appears to have installed weapons, including anti-aircraft and anti-missile
systems, on all seven of the artificial islands it has built in the South China Sea, a
U.S. think tank reported on Wednesday, citing new satellite imagery.
The Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative (AMTI) said its findings come despite
statements by the Chinese leadership that Beijing has no intention to militarize the
islands in the strategic trade route, where territory is claimed by several countries.
AMTI said it had been tracking construction of hexagonal structures on Fiery
Cross, Mischief and Subi reefs in the Spratly Islands since June and July. China has
already built military length airstrips on these islands.
“It now seems that these structures are an evolution of point-defense fortifications
already constructed at China’s smaller facilities on Gaven, Hughes, Johnson, and
Cuarteron reefs,” it said citing images taken in November and made available to
Reuters.
Satellite images seem to show anti-aircraft guns and other weapons on man-made
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outcrops
“This model has gone through another evolution at (the) much-larger bases on Fiery
Cross, Subi and Mischief reefs.”
Satellite images of Hughes and Gaven reefs showed what appeared to be antiaircraft guns and what were likely to be close-in weapons systems (CIWS) to protect against cruise missile strikes, it said.
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Images from Fiery Cross Reef showed towers that
likely contained targeting radar, it said.
AMTI said covers had been installed on the towers
at Fiery Cross, but the size of platforms on these
and the covers suggested they concealed defense
systems similar to those at the smaller reefs.
“These gun and probable CIWS emplacements
show that Beijing is serious about defense of its
artificial islands in case of an armed contingency in
the South China Sea,” it said. “Among other things,
they would be the last line of defense against cruise
missiles launched by the United States or others
against these soon-to-be-operational air bases.”
AMTI director Greg Poling said AMTI had spent
months trying to figure out what the purposes of the
structures was.
“This is the first time that we’re confident in saying
they are anti-aircraft and CIWS emplacements. We
did not know that they had systems this big and this
advanced there,” he told Reuters.
“This is militarization. The Chinese can argue that
it’s only for defensive purposes, but if you are
building giant anti- aircraft gun and CIWS emplacements, it means that you are prepping for a future
conflict.
“They keep saying they are not militarizing, but
they could deploy fighter jets and surface-to-air
missiles tomorrow if they wanted to,” he said.
“Now they have all the infrastructure in place for
these interlocking rings of defense and power projection.”
The report said the installations would likely back
up a defensive umbrella provided by a future deployment of mobile surface-to-air missile (SAM)
platforms like the HQ-9 system deployed to Woody
Island in the Paracel Islands, farther to the north in
the South China Sea.
It forecast that such a deployment could happen “at
any time,” noting a recent Fox News report that
components for SAM systems have been spotted at
the southeastern Chinese port of Jieyang, possibly
destined for the South China Sea.

China has said military construction on the islands
will be limited to necessary defensive requirements.
The United States has criticized what it called China’s militarization of its maritime outposts and
stressed the need for freedom of navigation by conducting periodic air and naval patrols near them that
have angered Beijing.
U.S. President-elect Donald Trump, has also criticized Chinese behavior in the South China Sea
while signaling he may adopt a tougher approach to
China’s assertive behavior in the region than Presi-

dent Barack Obama.

RUSI VI Publishers comment: Vietnam, Malaysia, the
Philippines and Taiwan have all expanded islands in
the Spratlys as well, but at nowhere near the same
scale as China.

Def Min Sajjan Looking
to Help Ukraine while US
Administration Adopts
Low Key Approach to
Renewed Fighting
DAVID PUGLIESE, OTTAWA CITIZEN
Published on: February 1, 2017
Defence Minister Harjit Sajjan said he is concerned
about the new outbreak of violence.
Canada has committed around 200 military personnel to help train Ukrainian security personnel. The
mission will end in March but the Liberals have indicated they will continue with that operation.
Sajjan said Wednesday he wants to look at ways to
boost support for Ukraine. “I’m looking at the options right now in terms of how we can improve our
support, what changes that we need to make,” he
noted. “But one thing is for sure, that Canada remains committed to Ukraine.”
He said Canadian troops “are having a meaningful
impact in Ukraine.”
But in the U.S., under the new Trump administration, there appears to be a more welcoming approach
to Russia and one that doesn’t appear to be too critical over the developments in Ukraine.
More from the Associated Press:
The Trump administration on Wednesday maintained a low-key approach to the latest flare-up of
violence in eastern Ukraine, where the government
accuses Russian-backed forces of stepping up attacks. The restrained tone may reflect the start of a
new U.S. approach to dealing with Russia’s crossborder activity, even as top U.S. officials are pledging to support Ukraine’s sovereignty.
White House spokesman Sean Spicer had little to
say on Wednesday when asked for the administration’s position on the renewed fighting that began
over the weekend and persisted into early Wednesday. At least 10 people have been killed and dozens
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wounded. President Donald Trump has been “kept
aware of developments” in Ukraine, Spicer said, and
the White House will “have further updates as we go
on.” It was not immediately clear when those updates would come.
The new rhetoric comes amid significant concern in
Europe about Trump’s overtures to Russia. The new
president has called NATO “obsolete” and challenged America’s allies to take on greater responsibility for defending themselves, while raising the
possibility of a new era of U.S.-Russian cooperation.

Washington. According to an American official with
knowledge of the discussions, White House officials
questioned why the Minsk agreements needed to be
mentioned at all even though the U.S. has insisted
for almost two years on the deal’s full implementation. The official wasn’t authorized to speak publicly
on the matter and demanded anonymity.
“The United States is deeply concerned with the recent spike in violence in eastern Ukraine,” State Department spokesman Mark Toner said in the statement. “To avert a larger humanitarian crisis, we call
for an immediate, sustained cease-fire and full and
unfettered access for OSCE monitors. We also reaffirm U.S. support for full implementation of the
Minsk agreements.”
During the last surge in violence in December, former State Department spokesman John Kirby had
gone far further, accusing Moscow of backing “a
Russian separatist attempt to seize additional Ukrainian territory.”

Three Ukrainian helicopter gunships mounted a
heavy attack on the rebel-held international airport
terminal at Donetsk on Monday 30 Jan, firing rockets and cannon and throwing out decoy flares as
militants shot at them from the ground.
On Tuesday, the State Department responded to the
violence in Ukraine but omitted any mention of Russia in a six-sentence statement that called for an immediate cease-fire and full implementation of the
agreements meant to outline a political resolution to
the crisis.
Trump’s U.N. ambassador, Nikki Haley, met with
her Ukrainian counterpart “to reaffirm the United
States’ support for the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of Ukraine,” according to a statement.
Ukraine’s U.N. envoy, Volodymyr Yelchenko, said
Wednesday that Haley told him the U.S. is
“completely against the way Russia is dealing with
the eastern part of Ukraine.”
The omission of Russia from the responses contrasted sharply with statements by the Obama administration, which sharply criticized Moscow for supporting and even directing attacks by the separatists,
and not fulfilling its obligations under the 2015 truce
plan signed in Minsk, Belarus.
The State Department statement reaffirmed U.S.
backing for the Minsk plans, but that reference only
came about after internal interagency discussions in

In his Dec. 20 statement, Kirby said Russia was violating its commitments and urged Moscow to use its
influence over the separatists to stop the violence.
And in the Obama administration’s last days, thenWhite House spokesman Josh Earnest specifically
criticized Russia for misrepresenting its activities in
Ukraine, saying its public pronouncements
“routinely fly in the face of the facts on the ground”
there and in Syria.
At his confirmation hearing earlier this month,
Trump’s incoming Secretary of State Rex Tillerson
took a similarly stern line despite his close business
ties with Russia stemming from his days as Exxon
Mobil CEO. He said Russia posed a “danger” and
had “invaded” Ukraine, and that he would have recommended a far more robust response than Obama
mounted after Russia’s 2014 annexation of
Ukraine’s Crimean Peninsula.
New Defense Secretary James Mattis and CIA chief
Mike Pompeo also had tough words for Moscow.
Obama era officials as well as many in Europe are
concerned about a possible shift in U.S. policy toward Russia, particularly as it relates to Ukraine and
the potential for a lifting of sanctions on Moscow
before the situation is resolved.
On Tuesday, European Union President Donald
Tusk mentioned Russia’s “aggressive policy towards
Ukraine” along with “worrying declarations by the
new American administration.” He accused the
Trump administration of “seeming to put into question the last 70 years of American foreign policy.”
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Russia, Ukraine, and
Donald Trump
CDA INSTITUTE BLOG: THE FORUM
13 DECEMBER 2016

CDA Institute Council Advisor Richard Cohen comments on American-Russian relations in
light of the upcoming Trump presidency. This is
based on his opening remarks during a panel on
Ukraine at the Ukrainian Armed Forces Day at the
Canadian War Museum on 6 December 2016.

In the short term there will undoubtedly be uncomfortable moments for Ukraine and for America’s
other friends and allies around the world, stemming
from Donald Trump’s offhand thoughts about Crimea, NATO, and China, amongst other things.
In the medium and longer term, however, the advent of the Trump presidency may be just what is
needed to strengthen resolve in Ukraine, in Europe
and in the West in general.
The much talked-about ‘bromance’ between Putin
and Trump will probably not last very long given
the widely divergent interests of Russia and
the US, and the personalities of the two men involved.
A couple of quotations illustrate my point:
Fiona Hill, of the Brookings Institute, says that:
Russia, …has “always been an expansionist power…not one to give up anything and concede anything—pretty much like the United States…We’re
going to have an awful lot of friction. And Trump
isn’t exactly the most diplomatic of people. So I imagine he’ll fall out with his new friend Vladimir
pretty quickly.”
And Uri Friedman, writing in the Atlantic says: “…
both men seem to prioritize making their own country great again above all else, meaning they’re unlikely to compromise when their national interests
come into conflict.”
So if the Putin-directed cyber hackers did interfere
in the US Election campaign on the side of Donald
Trump, it may turn out to be Putin’s biggest strategic mistake. He might have been better off backing
Hillary Clinton, who would probably have continued the broad policy lines of her predecessor.

For the past 8 years, US policy under President
Obama has been predictable. Obama is a rational
and well-intentioned man who believes that other world leaders think and behave pretty much as
he does. Sadly, as we know, this is not always so
and Vladimir Putin is a case in point.
Obama’s failure, for all his good intentions, to
act on Bashar Al-Assad’s blatant crossing of
Obama’s very clear ‘red line’ on the use of
chemical weapons, looked to the world like a
clear show of weakness. It was probably an important factor in Putin’s decision to move into
Crimea and Eastern Ukraine and later Syria.
Putin will push in Europe, the Middle East and
elsewhere when and where he senses an open
door!
Unlike Obama, Trump is unpredictable, both for
his friends and allies and his potential enemies.
He is also tough and belligerent and we can be
sure that ‘making America great again’ does not
include being pushed around by Russia.
And it’s not lost on the Russians, the Chinese,
and others, that despite its reluctance to act decisively in the last few years, the US remains by
far the strongest military power in the world.
Couple this with the fact that Trump has promised to build up American military strength,
the US could again be a country that demands
the respect and attention both of friends and of
potential adversaries.
So ironically, the coming Trump presidency, because of the uncertainty it creates, may make
Putin think twice before he launches any new
adventures in Ukraine or elsewhere.
This could give the West, and the US itself,
some breathing room to adjust to a
new US approach to its international role. And
time perhaps to reshape our ideas and strengthen
our resolve on how to respond to Russian and
others’ aggression in Ukraine, in Europe, and
around the world.
Richard Cohen is president of RSC Strategic
Connections, sits on the Council of Advisors of
the CDA Institute, and served in the Canadian
and British Armies. He was Professor of European Security Studies at the George C. Marshall
European Center for Security Studies.
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Jetty to be Demolished to
Make Way for Facilities for
New Canadian Warships

Pentagon, Lockheed
Near Deal on $9 billion
F-35 Contract
Reuters, 19 Jan 2017
By Mike Stone | WASHINGTON

DAVID PUGLIESE, OTTAWA CITIZEN
More from David Pugliese, Ottawa Citizen
Published on: February 2, 2017

The Department of National Defence has awarded a
$55.45 million contract to Pomerleau Inc. from Surrey, B.C., for the demolition of the existing “B” Jetty
at Her Majesty’s Canadian Dockyard Esquimalt, BC
and preparing the site for future rebuilding work.
The existing jetties, “A” and “B”, were originally designed for ships that were smaller and lighter.
“The ongoing project at Her Majesty’s Canadian Dockyard Esquimalt provides the Royal Canadian Navy’s
Pacific Fleet with structurally sound docking facilities
which will be functionally optimal for the berthing of
Canada’s modern frigates and for newly designed vessels joining the fleet between 2018 and the mid-2040s,”
the DND noted in a news release.
More details from the release:
The new jetty facilities will be longer and more versatile. New cranes will enable efficient loading and unloading of modern ships, to be delivered by Canada’s
National Shipbuilding Strategy to the Royal Canadian
Navy over the next 30 years.
The A/B Jetty Recapitalization Project represents a total
investment of $781 million at Canadian Forces Base
(CFB) Esquimalt.
The A/B Jetty Recapitalization Project is divided into
three phases to ensure that at least one jetty remains operational for the duration of the project.
Following the demolition of “B” Jetty, the rebuilding of
a new “B” Jetty will begin.
The demolition and rebuilding of “A” Jetty will begin
once “B” jetty is operational.

The U.S. Department of Defense and Lockheed
Martin Corp (LMT.N) are close to deal for a contract worth almost $9 billion as negotiations are
poised to bring the price per F-35 below $100 million for the first time, people familiar with the
talks said Wednesday.
The F-35, the Pentagon's costliest arms program,
has drawn fire from U.S. President-elect Donald
Trump who has made lowering prices for military
equipment a pillar of his transition into office.
Talks are still ongoing for the tenth batch of
stealthy fighter jets with a deal for 90 planes expected to be announced by the end of the month,
three people said on condition of anonymity.
A Lockheed representative declined to comment
and a representative for the fighter program said
negotiations are ongoing.
The U.S. Defense Department expects to spend
$391 billion in the coming decades to develop and
buy 2,443 of the supersonic warplanes. Though
the F-35 program has been criticized by Trump as
too expensive, the price per jet has already been
declining. Lockheed, the prime contractor, and its
partners have been working on building a more
cost-effective supply chain to fuel the production
line in Fort Worth, Texas.
The overtures from the incoming administration
may have had some effect, but Lockheed's F-35
program manager Jeff Babione said last summer
that the price of the F-35A conventional takeoff
and landing version of the jet would drop to under
$100 million per plane in this contract for the 10th
low-rate production batch.

The F-35 comes in three configurations, the Amodel for the U.S. Air Force and U.S. allies; a F35 B-model which can handle short takeoffs and
vertical landings for the Marine Corps and the
British navy; and carrier-variant F-35C jets for the
U.S. Navy.
Lockheed and its main partners, including
Northrop Grumman Corp (NOC.N), United Technologies Corp's (UTX.N) Pratt & Whitney and
BAE Systems Plc (BAES.L), have been developing and building F-35s for the U.S. military and 10
allies.
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Contract Let for CAF
Headquarters
Shelter System



protect equipment and personnel from the elements;
and
operate under all environmental conditions.
The Industrial and Technological Benefits Policy applies to this procurement, requiring the company
Weatherhaven to undertake business activities in Canada equal to the contract value.
First delivery of the shelters is expected by 2019.

The Headquarters Shelter System (HQSS) project
will acquire an updated tent-based tactical shelter
system and related equipment to support multiple
functions for the Canadian Armed Forces.
The project will consist of up to three sizes of tentbased tactical shelters capable of flexible configuration. The shelters will serve the command post functions of an operations area, a planning area, and office and utility areas. The shelters can also serve as
accommodation and medical facilities and will be
capable of connecting to in-service vehicles and vehicle-mounted hard shelters. The system will include tactical lighting equipment, heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment, and a semirigid flooring system.
The Headquarters Shelter System project will dramatically improve the Canadian Army’s capability
to plan, coordinate, and command its forces during
training and deployed operations.
The shelters will:



provide a modern command post shelter system
for all unit and brigade headquarters;

The HQSS project includes the procurement of:
1435 shelters with an option for an additional 338 shelters with:
up to 467 connector hubs;
up to 1,718 black-out vestibules and hard
doors;
up to 442 vehicle boots;
up to 8,500 tactical lighting kits;
up to 100,000 m² semi-rigid flooring;
up to 1,170 air conditioners;
up to 1,219 heaters; and
up to 1,025 containers.
On February 8, 2017, after a competitive process, the
Government of Canada announced that the company
Weatherhaven was awarded two contracts to deliver the
Headquarters Shelter System project. One contract is to
procure shelters and related equipment. The second contract provides five years of initial in-service support.
The two contracts are valued at approximately $168
million (taxes included). If additional shelters are purchased and if in-service support options are exercised,
the contracts could be valued at up to $350 million
(taxes excluded).
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U.S. Defence Secretary Has
a Soft Spot for Canadian
Troops
ALEXANDER PANETTA, THE CANADIAN PRESS
02.06.2017

WASHINGTON — A first meeting between Donald
Trump’s defence secretary and his Canadian counterpart began well on Monday — so well that, within just
a few seconds, there was already talk of kissing and
hugging.

Newly sworn-in U.S. defence secretary James Mattis
says he’s so grateful for Canadian soldiers in Afghanistan he could have smooched them on sight.
At a meeting at the Pentagon, the retired general —
nicknamed “Mad Dog” — said there’s a reason his
first phone call to a foreign counterpart was to Canada’s Defence Minister Harjit Sajjan. The U.S. and Canadian military have been close allies since the Second World War, he said, and he experienced that bond
personally in Afghanistan.
He noted that his own unit in Kandahar was relieved
by Canadian soldiers from Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry.
“They were a welcome sight,” Mattis said as the
meeting with Sajjan began.
“There was, ‘Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell’ in those days,”
he said, referring to the now-discarded U.S. policy on
gays and lesbians in the military.
“(But) I was hugging and kissing every one of you
guys coming off the plane.”

including military co-operation both abroad and closer to
home. Key questions were expected to include the ongoing commitment to NATO, defence spending levels, and
peacekeeping operations.
The Canadian government delayed a planned peacekeeping deployment to Africa following the U.S. election,
saying it wanted to first discuss a variety of global issues
with its closest ally.
Trump’s election has prompted uncertainty on several
military fronts — he has suggested NATO is becoming
obsolete, while at the same time demanding that NATO
allies increase defence spending.
He repeated his complaints about NATO spending during
a speech Monday at an air force base in Florida. Trump
said he supports NATO, but countries must pay their
share. “We only ask that all of the NATO members
make their full and proper financial contributions to the
NATO alliance, which many of them have not been doing,” he said. Trump has also been more supportive than
his predecessor of Russia, which has caused anxiety in
Eastern Europe.
Trump has sowed uncertainty on several defence issues.
He’s complained about the cost of the F-35, a staple of
the U.S. fighter-jet program. Also, in his inauguration
speech Trump heaped scorn on the U.S. habit of defending other countries.
Mattis spent last weekend in Asia, reassuring traditional
U.S. allies. During the campaign, the president questioned why the U.S. should spend money securing Japan
and South Korea — he went as far as to suggest, at one
point, that they should get their own nuclear weapons.
Trump later dialed that back. But he said he wants allies
spending more on defence. That was also the policy of
the previous Obama administration and the former president even made that request in Canada’s Parliament.

He said the lives lost in the Afghan conflict have created a permanent bond between the countries. He also
applauded Canada’s humanitarian efforts: “Your
pledge to do a lot of leadership, whether it be in humanitarian ops, in battle groups, in reassurance efforts, we’re proud as all get-out of you and your forces and what they’ve stood up and delivered.”

It’s unclear where that conversation goes now.

The message from Mattis was striking in its difference
from that of his boss. At a separate event Monday, the
president said he expects allies to start doing their fair
share and spending more on their military.

One Canadian-American military analyst said it’s important to watch what Mattis says, while remembering
he’s not the boss: “(There’s) the caveat of: I don’t believe
anything that Mattis says binds this administration,” said
Steve Saideman of Carleton University.

Canada spends less on its military as a share of its
economy than almost any member of NATO.
Sajjan was at the Pentagon for what was scheduled to
be a 45-minute discussion on a broad range of topics

Canada is 23rd among 27 NATO countries in terms of
spending as a share of GDP. Canada’s 2016 spending of
0.99 per cent of GDP was less than half the NATO
guideline of two per cent, which only five NATO countries currently meet.

“Mattis is in the outer circle — and has been bypassed on
major issues.”
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Will Canada Get Rid of its
Super Hornets When They
are 15 Years Old?
Ottawa Citizen Published on: February 5, 2017
Last week I had an article noting that the Super Hornet jets the Liberal government is
spending billions of dollars to purchase could
be flying for as little as 12 to 15 years before
they are taken out of service.
Dav id
Pugliese
There had been some suggestions by analysts and,
privately by military officers, the Super Hornets
could be kept flying, along with the new aircraft
the government intends to purchase as a replacement for the CF-18s in the late 2020s.
But the operational life of the Super Hornets, expected to arrive sometime after 2019, will be limited, unlike the current CF-18s that have been flying for more than three decades, the Liberals have
confirmed.

Sajjan announced in November the government’s decision to buy 18 Boeing Super Hornets as “interim” fighter jets until a permanent
fleet for the existing CF-18 aircraft could be
bought.
But the question is: Will a Canadian government actually get rid of the 18 Super Hornets,
in say 2032, when the new permanent fleet arrives? Let’s say for the sake of argument the
planes are 15 years old. Would there not be a
useful role for them? Modify them for a Growler electronic warfare type mission perhaps?
Bezan appears to have a more cynical view. He
believes there will indeed be a useful role since
he is convinced the Liberals will eventually
purchase the Super Hornet as the permanent
replacement and the interim jets will simply be
rolled into the overall fleet. That, he believes, is
the Liberal plan all along.

“The operational life span of the Super Hornet
fleet will start at the delivery and not end before
the completition of the transition to the CF-18 permanent replacement aircraft,” Harjit Sajjan noted
in a written response to a question asked by Conservative MP Diane Finley.
Sajjan has said the government wants to permanent fleet delivered as quickly as possible, with
some estimates putting the fleet in place by 2029,
with 2032 as the outside date for that to happen.
Conservative defence critic James Bezan said Sajjan’s answer to Finley shows the Super Hornet
purchase is a waste of money. “If they are going to
use them for only 12 years then this is a very expensive option that makes absolutely no sense,”
Bezan said.
He said a better way would be to dump the Super
Hornet deal, estimated to cost between $5 billion
and $7 billion, and immediately run a competition
for a permanent fighter jet fleet.
“You could have your new fleet delivered and operating quickly without having to go this route of
an interim fighter,” he said.
DAVID

PUGLIESE,

OTTAWA

CITIZEN

Government Doesn’t
Understand Our Special
Forces, Report Says
Canada’s special forces aren’t being used enough
because federal government officials don’t understand such units or have the structure to make the
best use of them, according to a recently released
report. The eight-page report written by Queen’s
University defence researcher Christian Leuprecht
and H Christian Breede, a professor at the Royal
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Military College of Canada, looked at the capabilities and future of Canada’s special forces. “Canada
currently lacks the policies, national security culture,
mechanisms, processes, and methods to optimize the
use of SOF,” Leuprecht said in a statement. “As a
result, Canada’s SOF is undersubscribed and underutilized.”
The authors recommend that defence decision- makers develop a more thorough understanding of the
capabilities of Canadian special forces. They suggest, in particular, that more knowledge is needed by
decision-makers in how special forces differ in training and skills from conventional forces.

To maintain the capabilities of Canadian special
forces, the authors also argue against the rapid or
large-scale expansion of these units. That could water down capabilities, they add. “Given the CAF’s
authorized troop strength and the qualities of an operator being as unique as they are, a rapid expansion
would necessitate recasting the combination of desirable characteristics,” the report added. In addition,
the authors recommend only select and targeted collaboration with conventional force units. The government also needs to decrease the amount of time it
takes to make decisions on the use of special forces,
which, in turn, would allow for the greatest number
of options for the use of such units, the report suggests. The publication of the document comes as the
Liberal government conducts a defence review, expected to be completed in early 2017. “With largescale deployments of conventional combat forces
improbable in the foreseeable future, SOF has
emerged as the force of choice,” the report noted.
The Department of National Defence did not comment on the report..
Ottawa Citizen December 30, 2016

From Our President
As most of you know, winter weather in February
forced us to cancel our February luncheon. Who
would have thought, real winter weather in Victoria? In my experience this is the first time that
weather has stopped us cold; we can thank Victoria’s normally benign weather for that record.
Sadly, the cancellation meant we lost the opportunity to meet this year’s UVic Military Oral History course professor and students who were

scheduled to attend. It is unlikely that they will
be able to attend at a later date. However, we
will try to reschedule the planned speaker,
RCMP Sergeant Major (Ret’d) Hugh S Stewart. His topic “The Face of Protest in North
America and its Future” is particularly germane
given the US political situation and the discord
here in BC regarding oil pipelines and tanker
traffic. One possibility would be to hold a June
luncheon as the February replacement. Indeed
at a recent Board meeting we discussed the
possibility of regularly extending luncheons
into June. We will raise the issue at the upcoming AGM and see how you, the general
membership, feel.
At the March AGM we will also be seeking
approval of the amended RUSI-VI Constitution. As I wrote in November, the major
change is the redefinition of Regular membership to include “all serving and retired members of the Canadian Armed Forces, the
RCMP, other police forces, along with civilians
who wish to keep abreast of national security,
defence and related issues.”
The new
“Regular” will encompass the old Regular,
Life, Associate and Family membership categories; however, Life and Family will remain
as administrative (payment) categories. A copy
of the draft constitution will be sent out via
email to the general membership prior to the
AGM.
We continue to await the publication of the
Liberal government’s defence policy. When it
appears, we will try to schedule a special RUSI
meeting to review and discuss the new policy
and its ramifications. More to follow, hopefully
soon.
LCol C.I. (Clive) Caton (Retired), CD President RUSI VI

The Last Post
Mrs. Sheila McKeena (Aug 16)
Cdr Larry Dawe, CD (unknown)
LCol Alex Reid, CD (Jan 17)
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Government Commits
Money to Creating a Web
Employment Platform
From RUSI Vancouver NL
The Government of Canada has pledged $1.1 million to Canada Company’s new initiative to enhance their online programs to better assist veterans and spouses in finding meaningful careers.
The announcement was made at the 2016 Canada
Company National Transition exChange by Minister of Veterans Affairs and Associate Minister of
National Defence Kent Hehr on behalf of MaryAnn Mihychuk, Minister of Employment, Workforce Development, and Labour.

of the Thompson River as a refuge for PTSD affected
military members, veterans, and first responders. The
refuge will be will offer free of charge treatment programs with psychologists and clinical resources
brought in directly and offered in the large gazebo, on
the waterfront.
The guest house, stable and clubhouse will also be
put to good use with the intent to give PTSD victims
an escape from the everyday life. A concept already
well known in Metro Vancouver where Honour
House has been offering free stays to some 5,000
members and their families in the past five years of
operation.

The funds will be used to create a searchable
online database and forecasting tool to help former military personnel transition into meaningful
careers. Through partnerships and the development of tools and resources, veterans will be able
to connect with jobs that will benefit from skills
and knowledge gained during their time in the
military.
“Helping Canada's Veterans find good jobs in the
private sector is truly a win-win for everyone involved. The Veterans get to put their training and
hard-earned skills to good use following their release from the military, while Canadian businesses
benefit from the unique skills that Veterans offer.
The Government of Canada is proud to partner
with organizations like Canada Company to make
it easier for Veterans to train for and find good
jobs. This is a tremendous example of government
and the private sector working together towards
better outcomes for Veterans,” said Hehr.
Since its inception in May 2006, Canada Company
has grown into a network of more than 600 employer members. The organization operates on a
mandate of facilitating the hiring of 10,000 veterans by 2023.

Ranch to Serve as Refuge
for PTSD Victims in
Kamloops, BC
Golden age couple Rick and Donna Wanless have
offered to use their 25-acre hobby farm on the edge

Allan De Genova, president of the Honour House,
and Hon LCol of 15 Field Artillery Regiment, noted,
"Our goal is to have the Honour Ranch up and running by March of next year. The need is very present,
and all parties involved are excited to see the Ranch
operational so we are doing as much as we can to
have it readily available for our men and women to
use those services.”
The Wanless reached out to Honour House’s President only 14 months ago. The idea is to use nonpublic funds to operate the Ranch, just like it is done
at Honour House. “We will use the same selfsustaining funding we have successfully been using
for the Honour House," Al explains. Fundraising
events will be a good part of the funding, just like it is
done at the House that raised an estimated $50,000
with The Adrian Oliver Memorial Run.
The Wanless couple has no children who would inherit their property and would rather gift it to a public
group than sell it. To them, “there’s no one better
than the veterans and first responders” to appreciate
this gift and ensure it is put to good use. The couple
will also contribute to the project through their stable
and the use of their eight horses. Honour House’s
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President De Genova hopes that this new project will help convince more people to open
their own Honour House and programs to give
back to men and women who served, free of all
charges. He invites people interested in learning more about the specifics of such operations
to contact him through Honour House’s website: https://honourhouse.ca/

Ottawa Likely Rethinking
Budget Cutbacks
Chris Kilford a member of RUSI VI,.offers his
analysis and insight into the complicated area of
defence budgeting and allocation. From the
CDA Blog
Last December, the Chinese People’s Liberation
Army guided missile frigates Yancheng and
Daqing, and the Fuchi-class oiler Tai Hu, paid a
successful week-long port visit to Victoria. All
three ships were new. Well, nearly. The Yancheng was the oldest, commissioned in 2012.
I’d almost say the Chinese were showing off.

No doubt, they know that we’ve had to lease our
supply ships from Chile and Spain, and even
though the Halifax-class frigates have been
modernized, they are, on average, still 22 years
old.
Looking at the sleek Chinese warships, I wondered what the analysts in Beijing might have
said about our government’s “streamlined” frigate-replacement project announced last summer.
The one that won’t begin until the early 2020s
and then spans the next 20 to 25 years. Too little, too late, I expect.
As for me, about 10 years ago, I was part of the
small military team that crafted the defencepolicy implementation plans for both the Martin
and the Harper governments that spoke to the
immediate need for new equipment, including
supply ships and frigates.
After that I spent a valuable year working with
Colin Kenny, then chairman of the Senate Committee on National Security and Defence. I can’t
say the Martin and Harper defence strategies or
our implementation plans were perfect — they
never are. But we did have some good ideas and

decent funding.
However, by the time I left for Afghanistan in the
summer of 2009, the global financial crisis was
upon us. Stephen Harper’s ambitious Canada First
Defence Strategy had hit the streets the year before, but it was no match for the $55.6-billion
dollar federal deficit in 2009-10 and the $33.4billion shortfall the following year. After that,
much in Canada’s defence world stalled.
Sadly, the long-term economic and fiscal projections released by the government last month offer
little in the way of encouragement, especially if
you happen to belong to the team now shaping
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s defence strategy.
Deficits, according to the government, will be the
new normal for at least the next 35 years.
It’s important to note at this point that shortly after their election in 2015, the Liberal government
committed to “building a leaner, more agile, better-equipped military.” But with the fiscal projections the way they are, it’s likely the emphasis
will now be on the word “leaner,” and this will
require some far-reaching and risky decisions.
Some of our core capabilities, such as main battle
tanks, submarines and transport helicopters, just
to name a few platforms that come to mind, might
need to go. And this includes the people who
work with and support them. However, once you
give up a capability, it’s not likely coming back,
and that’s always the risky part.
There are, of course, other ways to save money
when budgets are tight. Bases can be closed, ceremonial guard units and acrobatic teams chopped,
the part-time force trimmed, civilian and contractor positions reduced and even search and rescue
outsourced. All reasonable suggestions, one might
think, but seldom do they go over well around the
cabinet table.
With Donald Trump in the White House, it’s
quite possible that Ottawa has had to grudgingly
rethink the breadth and timing of defence cutbacks. That will come as some relief for the team
drafting the latest defence strategy, yet also points
to the fact that our defence plans are often more
to do about keeping Washington happy than anything else. Fiscal projections aside, for a country
with global commitments and global aspirations,
that’s not really the way it should be.
Chris Kilford is a Fellow at the Centre for International and Defence Policy at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario
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Veteran Trainers to Eradicate
the Use of Child Soldiers
By Maj Janice Malainey (Ret’d), RUSI VI
In July 2016, the Roméo Dallaire Child Soldiers Initiative held the pilot program of Wounded Warriors Canada Veteran
Trainers to Eradicate the Use of Child Soldiers (VTECS) at Dalhousie University. I was one of 15 Canadian Forces veterans accepted into this unique course, which is designed to provide participants with a strong understanding of the use of
children as weapons of war and to build a cadre of veterans with knowledge and skills to contribute to preventing the
recruitment and use of child soldiers.
The Dallaire Initiative was established by LGen Roméo Dallaire (Ret’d) in 2007. In conjunction with partners in Canada
and around the globe, a small but growing team of dedicated individuals focus their efforts in three areas:
- rigorous, innovative research;
- high-level advocacy to create and promote the political will to end the use of children as soldiers, by putting
children’s rights up front; and
- scenario-based, prevention-oriented training for security sector actors.
The VTECS program provided us with a background to become involved in this endeavour through a variety of means
suited to our individual interests and personal circumstances.
We started the VTECS program with a distance learning course that introduced us to the concepts and research that underpins the content of the training course, while providing a practical re-introduction to academic learning necessary for
many of us. It also allowed us to communicate with our fellow participants, building a foundation of respect for and interest in each other’s experiences. We hit the ground running in July, starting with two Dalhousie credited undergraduate
courses: one focused on the United Nations, while the other – taught by Dallaire Initiative Executive Director Dr. Shelly
Whitman – explored the topic of Children in Armed Conflict. These classes provided an extraordinary opportunity for
veterans and undergraduate students to share experiences, ideas and perspectives in a learning environment, and was
among my favourite parts of this program.
By the second half of the month, we had started the training course that Dallaire Initiative experts have already provided
to a number of military and police forces overseas, mainly in Africa. The purpose of this training was to give us perspective into the Dallaire Initiative’s training course offered to military, police and other security sector actors worldwide.
The modules of the course addressed topics that included the roles of child soldiers, recruitment methods, issues unique
to girl child soldiers, guidance for security sector actor interactions with child soldiers, and requirements of demobilization and reintegration programs. They all supported the three core competencies for the training:
1. Security sector actors must demonstrate a clear understanding of the definition of a child soldier;
2. Security sector actors must begin to see child soldiers as a security concern that demands unique attention; and
3. Security sector actors must understand the importance of effective reporting and collaboration with other concerned
organizations.
We had lectures, watched films, participated in group discussions and exercises, and spent a day in scenario-based roleplay. Our discussions were enhanced by the sharing of personal experiences; the effect of encounters with child soldiers
by soldiers unprepared for such situations made the value of this training to security sector actors very clear to me. We
finished off with a Train the Trainers course specifically designed to support the main training course.
Throughout the month, we had the support and encouragement of the whole Dallaire Initiative team. Our Course Director, Maj Brent Beardsley (Ret’d), and LGen Roméo Dallaire (Ret’d), in particular, offered their time, shared their experiences and inspired us with their passion for the goal of eradicating the use of child soldiers.
It has been six months since we completed the VTECS program. Some graduates of this first cadre have deployed with
Dallaire Initiative experts to provide the training course overseas. Some have contributed to updating training modules,
providing a newly-developed presentation to schools and community organizations, or raising awareness of this issue and
the Dallaire Initiative in other ways. Still others have applied the skills gained through this program in different areas. For
me, the program enhanced my awareness of issues potentially affecting children in the armed conflict ongoing in eastern
Ukraine, and I have been able to share aspects of my training with colleagues and senior staff of the Organisation for the
Security and Co-operation in Europe Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine.
I would be remis if I did not recognize the generous support to the VTECS program of two important partners: Wounded
Warriors Canada recognized the intrinsic value of this training as a means of fulfilling its commitment to supporting Veteran Transition programs and provided $175,000 in 2016 towards all aspects of the VTECS program, including accommodation for the month in Dalhousie student residence. They have continued their generous support of this program into
2017. (http://woundedwarriors.ca/how-we-help/vtecs-program-skills-transition/)
Air Canada sponsorship provided flights so that many of the participating veterans could travel to and from Halifax from
across the country.
The 2017 Wounded Warriors Canada Veteran Trainers to Eradicate the Use of Child Soldiers (VTECS) program will
commence this spring. http://www.childsoldiers.org/vtecs/
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Mark Your Calendar
Wednesday, 8 March

Speaker: Maj (ret’d) Scott Usborne
Topic: The challenges, and successes of Canada’s Counter Insurgency Campaign in Afghanistan.
The aim of the talk will be to inform our audience about the challenges, and successes, we faced in conducting a
Counter Insurgency campaign illustrated through the last TF of Canada's combat mission in Afghanistan.
Numerous books (Canadian, British, American) and newspaper articles over the last 10-15 years have covered quite
well the pointy end of Afghanistan (patrolling, the IED threat etc) and also the strategic aspects of the war in Afghanistan- the view from Kabul or Ottawa if you will. What has been less well covered is the area in between, where the tactical and the operational levels meet- the actual conduct of Canada's counter-insurgency campaign
Maj Usborne, a RUSI VI member, in addition to having had a full career as an artillery officer, had two tours with
the United Nations (Sierra Leone and Golan Heights) and spent a year as the Senior Liaison Officer for the Canadian Task Force deployed in Kandahar
 Place: 5th (BC) Field Regt Officers' Mess, Bay Street Armoury
 Time: 1130 for 1200 Luncheon
 Cost: $25.00

Wednesday, 12 April

Speaker: Pat Quealey - Chief Executive Officer - Royal Cdn Marine Search & Rescue
Topic: Insights about this volunteer-based organization, its contribution to marine safety in British
Columbia and its vision for the future

As you read this, hundreds of RCM-SAR volunteers are standing by, ready to leave their families or jobs to respond
to an emergency on the water. They will likely be on-scene within minutes, in a dedicated rescue vessel equipped
with the latest electronics and search and rescue tools, and with the skills and training to handle almost any marine or
medical emergency. Those volunteers will lead or support the response to about a third of all marine emergencies on
the west coast during the coming year. This tremendous contribution makes RCM-SAR a key partner in the Canadian search and rescue system.
Pat Quealey joined RCM-SAR after his tenure as Assistant Deputy Minister for Emergency Management BC where
he led the provincial agency responsible for planning, preparedness and response to emergencies and disasters.
Prior to his position with provincial government, Pat completed a 26-year career with the Canadian Armed Forces as
a LCol.
 Place: 5th (BC) Field Regt RCA Officer s’ Mess, Rm 312, Bay Street Armoury
 Time: 1130 for 1200 Luncheon


Wednesday, 10 May

Speaker: RCMP Sgt/Maj (retd) Hugh Stewart
Topic: “The Face of Protest in North America and its Future”

Sgt Maj Stewart has spent 7 years as a subcontractor to the US Department of Homeland Security developing training
methodology for Military and Police as it relates to crown management, crowd control and crowd suppression, the
first block in the ‘three block war” philosophy. He has also been involved with ‘on the ground training’ for the US
Army, USMC, Israeli Army, Federal, State, Country and local PD’s across the USA in preparation for G-8, G-20,
Republican & Democratic National Conventions, Super Bowls, Presidential Inaugurations, Asian Pacific Economic
Conferences etc. - involved in the training of approximately 10,000 personnel.
Considering that BC is was the original home of Green Peace; that protests in Canada have become some of the most
violent in the democratic world and LNG and Trans-Mountain pipeline are coming and comments that protestors
have made, the Face of protest and its future is a very topical presentation.

Wednesday, 14 June

Speaker: Commander Maritime Forces Pacific
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